
• Direct connection to leading Cloud Service Providers 

• Secure and reliable private network 

• Guaranteed availability and low latency 

• Bandwidth flexibility (upscaling and downscaling options)

Key benefits of 
Cloud Connect:
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“  Eurofiber Cloud Infra’s Cloud Connect service 
provides you with secure and direct access to 
Cloud Service Providers at any time.”

Eurofiber Cloud Infra’s Cloud Connect service provides 
secure and flexible connections to a wide range of public 
Cloud Service Providers. Cloud Connect is a fast and easy 
way for organizations to create a direct connection to the 
Cloud Service Provider of their choice, enabling them to 
benefit from the flexibility offered by the public cloud. 
Securely, and with guaranteed connectivity performance. 

Eurofiber Cloud Infra has developed Cloud Connect to 
allow you to set up a direct connection to cloud providers 
from more than 80 datacenter locations. Through Cloud 

Connect you are connected to a private, or closed,  
network that is separate from the public internet. This 
makes it possible for you to make optimum and secure 
use of the public cloud of your choice using the dedicated 
bandwidths reserved for you. This private network is  
connected to all the Eurofiber Cloud Infra locations. 
From there, we provide stable, fast private connections 
to multiple public cloud providers, such as Microsoft  
Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Cloud  
Platform, Oracle as well as others on request.

Why choose Eurofiber Cloud Infra’s Cloud Connect service?
Cloud Connect is available in several different bandwidths, scalable from 100 Mb/s to 1 Gb/s (or more on 
request). If more bandwidth is needed, it is possible to upscale quickly and easily, and to downscale again  
as required. 

As we have contracts with many different cloud providers, as a user you have the freedom to access one  
or multiple clouds flexibly, without being tied to a single region. It is also possible to specify the bandwidth  
yourself and to upscale and downscale easily, as and when required.

More and more organizations are opting for a hybrid digital infrastructure, and are 

choosing to migrate the applications that are suitable for public cloud solutions 

and with limited data traffic requirements to the cloud.



Who benefits from Cloud Connect?
Cloud Connect can deliver key benefits to organizations 
that want to connect quickly, securely and flexibly to  
the public cloud. Cloud Connect provides you with direct 
cloud accessibility from your own rack. 

Hybrid solutions 
More and more organizations are opting for a hybrid digital  
infrastructure. Applications that are suitable for a public  
cloud solution and with limited data traffic requirements  
can be easily migrated to the cloud. Alternatively, you  
can choose to continue managing applications with  
sensitive data and high latency requirements yourself.
 
More and more organizations are opting for a hybrid  
digital infrastructure, and are choosing to migrate  
applications that are suitable for public cloud solutions 
to the cloud. You can continue managing applications 
that are not suitable for the public cloud yourself. 

Cloud Connect enables you not just to choose your  
own cloud provider, but also to switch providers quickly  
and efficiently. This hybrid solution is managed for you  
end-to-end with continuous platform optimization.  

In this way, your data are stored securely on hardware as  
well as in the cloud. Reconfiguring a digital infrastructure  
can be a highly complex undertaking. This is mainly due  
to the various factors, such as colocation, connectivity,  
security, hardware and cloud tooling, that need to be  
taken into account. Eurofiber Cloud Infra’s services  
also include a central, controlled cloud infrastructure.  
The services are agile, secure and scalable. The set-up  
enables you to determine the rate at which data is  
transferred to the cloud yourself.     

Request quote

“ Cloud Connect provides you  
with direct cloud accessibility 
from your own rack.“

Do you need independent  
personal advice?

We are happy to help. Please contact us:
 sales@eurofibercloudinfra.com
 +31 (0) 30 242 8720
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